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Overview 
The Spirent APT Script Manifest file describes the JSON data model and attributes of the 
velocity_manifest.json file that may be included along with a Script Asset (non-iTest Asset) to 
be executed in Velocity. The manifest file controls execution behaviors and visibility of the 
python, BASH, BATCH, scripts that are brought into Velocity archive files (zip, tar.gz, or itar). 
Scripts are recognized and assigned attributes using either Spirent's default manifest file or a 
custom manifest file supplied by you. 
The table below describes the file name, location, purpose and operation of the manifest file. 
Filename: velocity_manifest.json 
Location: Optional. When used, the manifest file should exist in the root of the script 

archive bundle (zip, tgz, tar.gz, or itar) to be uploaded to Velocity for external 
script execution and be named velocity_manifest.json.  

Purpose: The manifest file describes the contents of a script archive. That is, it is a 
JSON data model describing attributes of one or more files within a project 
(directory with files including all sub-directories). The manifest file can be used 
for the following purposes: 

• Tell Velocity which parameters requires user input  

• Perform custom execution message parsing 

• Perform verdict parsing based on exit code, output parsing, or both 

• Formulate specific invocations with command line parameter syntax 

• To specify an execution timeout 

• Specify the name, description, and indicate the author of the script for 
reporting purposes 

• Specify the language for a script that does not have an extension or 
the correct extension (.py, .bash, .sh) 

• Hide or show the script files in Velocity 

• Perform a script sequence (more than one script action) in an 
execution 

• Specify additional agent requirements (along with the built-in language 
requirements). 

Operation:  The manifest file is used both by Velocity and the Agent. They both process 
each file in the project/bundle as follows.  
1. Each file name in the bundle is matched against fileNameMatch in each 

fileSet. 
If none match, the file is not recognized as a script. File names that do not 
have a match in a fileSet will not be processed and treated as runnable 
scripts.  
Upon the first fileSet match, the file is recognized and registered as a 
script. Subsequent file name matches in later fileSet instances are not 
considered. 
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2. Script attributes come from defaultData and the matched fileSet and are 
applied as follows. 

• Attributes in defaultData but not the fileSet are applied as is, if an 
attribute exists in defaultData but not the matched file set) 

• Attributes in fileSet overwrite defaultData attributes, except for 
"parameters" and "requirements” attributes, which are processed as 
described below. If the same attribute is defined in both fileSet and in 
defaultData, the value in defaultData is overwritten with the value from 
the fileSet.  

• Parameters in the fileSet are merged with parameters in defaultData. 
That is, all parameters from the fileSet and all parameters from 
defaultData are merged/used. If parameter names match, the value 
used is from the fileSet (the value in defaultData is overwritten). 

• Requirements in the fileSet are merged with requirements in 
defaultData. 
That is, all requirements from the fileSet and all requirements from 
defaultData are merged/used. Since the same requirement can have 
multiple values, no value is overwritten. 

If a manifest is not included in the script bundle, the 'language' attribute for each script is auto detected 
based on file extension. Python is assigned as the language to files ending with .py and bash is assigned 
to files that end with .sh and .bash. 

 
IMPORTANT: You may download sample scripts and the velocity_manifest.json file from the 
following location: https://developer.spirent.com/zips/velocity/ts_scriptExamples.zip 

Terminology: 
• Default manifest file. This file is created and maintained by Spirent. It is used when 

there is no custom manifest file. 

• Custom manifest file. This file is created and maintained by user (with guidelines 
provided by Spirent). 

• Bundle. Archive (zip, gzip, itar) file which may or may not contain a custom manifest 
file. 

  

https://developer.spirent.com/zips/velocity/ts_scriptExamples.zip
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Manifest File Format 
Manifest files are in JSON. They use the following attributes. 
Note: All attributes are stored in the Velocity repository with the script and are searchable. 
defaultData (object)  Contains the same attributes as below nodes applied 

to all files in the archive 
fileSets (array of objects) One or more file name match records used to bulk 

associate properties with one or more scripts in the 
archive: 

fileNameMatch (string) Regular expression applied to the path and file name 
of the script in the archive.  
The correct regex is “.*\.py”. A Linux wildcard format 
when matching file names. E.g. “*.py” to match all 
files with a “.py” extension will fail.  

description (string) Used by Velocity in execution report, supports 
%file% substitution 

headline (string) Used by Velocity in execution report, supports 
%file% substitution 

owner (string) Used by Velocity in execution report 
language (string) Possible values are bash and python, used by 

Velocity to render the appropriate icon, used by the 
agent to invoke the correct interpreter when 
executing the script. 
Identifies the language in which the scripts are 
written, if the scripts are named with extensions that 
indicate the language in which they are written. 
Each script in a bundle can be associated with its 
required language. 

testCaseId (string) Stored in the Velocity repository, supports %file% 
substitution, but not currently used 

testCaseName (string) Stored in the Velocity repository, supports %file% 
substitution, but not currently used 

namespace (string) Stored in the Velocity repository, but not currently 
used 

hidden (boolean) False if the script should be visible in the Velocity UI. 
True if Velocity should hide the script from being 
displayed in the UI (false by default). 
Indicates whether the scripts are hidden or visible in 
Velocity. The project bundle may contain supporting 
files/libraries that are needed to run scripts but not 
executable, hence hidden. 
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timeout (number) Amount of time (in minutes) to allow for a script to 
finish execution, used by the agent to cancel 
execution if run time exceeds this value (0 by default: 
infinite). 
A script may get stuck in an endless loop or run 
unrealistically too long, and the agent aborts 
execution if runtime exceeds timeout value. 
Each script in a bundle can be associated with its 
timeout value expressed in minutes. 

verdictMethod (string Possible values are EXIT_CODE, 
VERDICT_PARSING, and 
EXIT_CODE_VERDICT_PARSING, used by the 
agent to determine a pass / fail verdict of the 
execution (EXIT_CODE by default) 

commandSequence (array of 
strings) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

One or more strings that describe the script syntax to 
be executed at run time, used by the agent which 
joins the script’s invocation (for example, 
/usr/bin/python:u) with the command in the sequence 
(for example, ping.py:ipAddr 10.1.1.1), invoking 
“/usr/bin/python:u ping.py:ipAddr 10.1.1.1” 
Command sequence construction provides ease of 
use as follows: 
 Allows you to write the script in such a way that it 

expects a formatted string of arguments: 
 Allows script customized including ordered 

and/or named parameters 
 Allows you to bring your scripts into Velocity 

without having to refactor them 
 Allows you to formulate an AV paired string of 

arguments using a symbol (e.g. -arg1 val1 -arg2 
val2) 
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parameters (array of objects)  Note: Each script in a bundle can be associated with 
its required parameters, each with its own name, 
description, type, and default value. 
One or more parameters for the script to consume, 
used by Velocity to collect the parameter values from 
the user and by the agent to formulate the command 
line syntax of the script at run time: 
name (string): parameter name 
Parameter names should start with a letter followed 
by letters, digits, or underscores. Other combinations 
may not work because: 

• Script parameters are converted to environment 
variables 

And 

• Velocity Agent does not support non-XML 
characters in parameter names. 

type (string): possible values are TEXT, BOOLEAN, 
DOUBLE, INTEGER, SECRET, and <custom> (a 
named enumerated type) 
value (string): the default value of the parameter. If 
parameter is passed as SECRET type, the value will 
be NULL 
description (string): documentation and/or 
explanation of how the parameter is to be used 
masked (boolean): applicable when type=TEXT to 
mask the input field in the UI 

If parameter is declared as masked, it should 
have value encrypted with iTest >Tools 
>Encrypt. 

Important: The number of parameter nesting levels 
should not be more than 10. Velocity Agent fails 
executions with parameters violating this restriction. 

Nested Parameter structures: 
Each parameter item may contain an 
additional parameters field, also of array type, the 
elements of array are parameter item 

The type, value, masked fields of the Nested 
structure are honored only for 'leaf' elements of the 
tree. If intermediate elements define values for these 
fields, they will be ignored 
See the example of the nested parameters structure 
below Default velocity_manifest.json. 
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customParameterTypes (array 
of objects) 

 
 
 
 

Used when type=<custom> for a parameter 
name (string): the custom string specified as 
parameter type 
choices (array of objects): the enumerated choices 
for a custom parameter type: 

name (string): choice string 
description (string): description of the choice 
 

requirements (array of objects) 
 
 
 

One or more agent requirement key / value pair 
associated with the script: 
 name (string): the agent capability 
value (string): the agent’s capability value 
 

extractedData (array of objects)  
 

The script's output is parsed to find special values 
such as measurements and version numbers to be 
stored and reported by Velocity: 
pattern (string): regular expression applied to a 
script output line specifying the value to extract, 
typically a regular expression with a capture group. 
tag (string): tag used to name the extracted data 
element. 
 

executionMessages (object)  Regular expressions applied to the script’s output for 
classification purposes, used by the agent to identify 
script output lines of interest, classify their severity 
level and display them in the Velocity UI: 

• ok (string): regular expression applied to a 
script output line classified as a positive 
assertion 

• info (string): regular expression applied to a 
script output line classified as an 
informational message 

• warning (string): regular expression applied 
to a script output line classified as a warning 
message 

• error (string): regular expression applied to a 
script output line classified as an error 
message 

See also Best Practice—Code Patterns below. 
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verdictParsing (object): Regular expressions applied to the script’s output for 
verdict determination, used by the agent to identify 
script output lines of interest, classify their contents 
in terms of the script’s pass / fail criteria:  

• passTest (string): regular expression applied 
to a script output line classified as pass 
verdict, regardless of prior state 

• passTestIfNotAlreadyFailed (string): regular 
expression applied to a script output line 
classified as pass verdict only if the script has 
not already failed 

• failTestIfPassing (string): regular expression 
applied to a script output line classified as a 
fail if it has a current state of PASS 

• failTest (string): regular expression applied 
to a script output line classified as a fail, 
regardless of prior state 

Note: The script might finish without throwing a non-
zero exit code but contains a text output that shows 
the script failed. 
 

Variables 
The following lists of variables are supported in the manifest file: 

%file%: substituted with the filename of the script, for example, in the case of 
examples/helloworld.py, %file% would be set to helloworld.py 

%parameterNameValuePairList%: a name / value pair list constructed by the input 
parameters and their values, for example, in case parameters are build=123 and 
type=smokeTest, the list will be constructed as "-build 123 -type smokeTest"  

%param_someParameter%: the value of "someParameter" that was supplied to the script 
at time of execution 
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Command construct for execution.  
When running a script, the Velocity agent performs the following: 
Sets the following environment variable for the interpreter process based on whether individual 
Parameters are passed into the script or the parameter files: 

• Individual parameters sent to the Agent: 

The Agent creates environment variables for each parameter by adding a prefix of 
VELOCITY_PARAM. 

For example: VELOCITY_PARAM_name_of_parameter=value 

Note: Individual parameters may be sent in addition to the parameters defined in the 
manifest file.  

• Nested parameters sent to the Agent 
Nested parameters are flattened and available by their names. Path segments to the 
parameter will be divided with double underscores.  
For example: A single parameter with the name x__y is indistinguishable from two 
parameters where x is the parent and y the child. 
{ 

    "defaultData": { 

        ... 

    }, 

    "fileSets": [ 

        { 

            "fileNameMatch": ".*(\\.py)$", 

            "language": "python", 

            "parameters": [ 

                { 

                    "name": "mf_param", 

                    "parameters": [ 

                        { 

                            "name": "child1", 

                            "value": "child_original_value1", 

                            "type": "TEXT" 

                        }, 

                        { 

                            "name": "child2", 

                            "value": "child_original_value2", 

                            "type": "TEXT" 

                        } 

                    ] 

                } 

            ] 
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        }, 

        ... 

    ] 

} 

 
The above manifest structure will produce two parameters available as env variables in 
the script: 
mf_param/child1 → VELOCITY_PARAM_mf_param__child1 

mf_param/child2 → VELOCITY_PARAM_mf_param__child2 

mf_param will be eliminated from script. 
Notes: 
1. The intermediate nodes of the parameters tree structure cannot be retrieved, only 

leaf elements. 
2. If parameter names collide when transforming to environment variable names, an 

error will be produced in runtime forcing users to rename parameters. 

• Referencing parameter list 
Parameter list may be substituted into script command line 
using %parameterNameValuePairList%. 
Example 1: 
{ 

    "defaultData": {       

        "commandSequence": [ 

            "%file% --my_param_value=%param_mf_param__child1%" 

        ]  

    }, 

    "fileSets": [ 

        ... /* Same as in the Example below */ 

    ] 

} 

Command line for script will be substituted with parameter value, and script parses 
command line to retrieve the parameter value: 
python3 script.py --my_param_value child1 

Note: The intermediate nodes of the parameters tree structure cannot be retrieved, only 
leaf elements. 
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Example 2: 
Parameters can be substituted into command line 
using %parameterNameValuePairList% in 'commandSequence'. Sample manifest: 
{ 

    "defaultData": {       

        "commandSequence": [ 

            "%file% %parameterNameValuePairList%" 

        ]  

    }, 

    "fileSets": [ 

        ... /* Same as in the Example 1 */ 

    ] 

} 

Command line for script will be substituted with parameters list, nested parameters path 
will be delimited with double underscore, and script can parse command line to retrieve 
parameter values: 

python3 script.py -mf_param__child1 child1 -mf_param__child2 child2 

Note: The intermediate nodes of the parameters tree structure cannot be retrieved, only 
leaf elements. 

• Parameter files passed to the Agent: 
The Agent creates environment variable for the parameter file by adding a prefix of 
VELOCITY_PARAMETER_FILE. 
For example: VELOCITY_PARAMETER_FILE=path_to_parameter_file 
Note: It is assumed that the file is in the relevant language format and that the script 
specifies how to load and read it.  
The script can then read that environment variable to load the parameter file itself. 
Note: Velocity does not support passing nested parameters individually. It is 
recommended to use a parameter file for nested parameters. 

Velocity Agent expands the entire project into a temporary workspace directory allowing the 
script to access the necessary library files during execution. 

• Starts execution from the temporary directory so that CRUD operations on files are 
relative to the directory/subdirectory location of the script within the project container. 

• Constructs the command to execute by concatenating the following two information: 
o the invocation syntax, either auto-detected or explicitly defined in 

configuration/script.interpreters.ini (for example COMMAND=/bin/bash -l) 
Plus 

o the command in commandSequence (for example "%file% 
%parameterNameValuePairList%") 
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Example, command: 
/bin/bash -l parameters_list.sh -first FirstParamValue -second SecondParamValue 

Note: The above command construction allows you to configure the agent with OS or HOST 
specific switches, paths, and invocation arguments. For example, you may configure additional 
agent as COMMAND=/bin/bash -r for its invocation syntax. 
The file script.interpreters.ini is optional and if not included, /bin/bash is assumed by 
default. 
Slashes are not supported when passing nested parameters (applies to all Automation Tasks: 
Mandatory, Triggered, Startup, Teardown reservation tasks). 
1. Velocity validates script manifest and treats slashes in manifest parameter names as an 

error, does not parse these as 'nested structures' to avoid inconsistencies and mixed 
variable declarations. 

2. Velocity Agent validates manifest and fails execution if slashes in manifest parameter 
names are encountered. 
Velocity uses double underscores to divide segments of nested parameter names when 
they are converted to environment variable names (). 

Best Practices—Code Patterns 
Both these patterns are supported: 
"^.*(DEBUG|INFO).*" Recommended, as it works faster than the code pattern below. 

For example, if the output line length is ~10000, this pattern will 
work ~700 times faster than the code that does not include the ^ 
character. 
 

".*DEBUG.*|.*INFO.*" Potentially slower than the pattern shown above. 
 

Default velocity_manifest.json 
The following manifest example is the bare minimum manifest file used for custom script 
executions: 

{ 

   "defaultData":{ 

      "verdictMethod":"EXIT_CODE", 

      "timeout":0, 

      "commandSequence":[ 

         "%file%" 

      ], 

      "executionMessages":{ 

         "ok":"^\\s*\\d{4}-\\d{2}-

\\d{2}\\s+\\d{2}:\\d{2}:\\d{2},\\d{3}.*verified.*", 
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         "info":"^\\s*\\d{4}-\\d{2}-

\\d{2}\\s+\\d{2}:\\d{2}:\\d{2},\\d{3}\\s+(DEBUG|INFO).*", 

         "warning":"^\\s*\\d{4}-\\d{2}-

\\d{2}\\s+\\d{2}:\\d{2}:\\d{2},\\d{3}\\s+WARNING.*", 

         "error":"^\\s*\\d{4}-\\d{2}-

\\d{2}\\s+\\d{2}:\\d{2}:\\d{2},\\d{3}\\s+(ERROR|CRITICAL).*" 

      }, 

      

"artifactLink":"^\\s*ArtifactLink:\\s*\\(\\s*Description:\\s*\"(.*)\",\\s*Link:\

\s*\"(.*)\"\\s*\\)" 

   }, 

   "fileSets":[ 

      { 

         "fileNameMatch":".*(\\.py)$", 

         "language":"python", 

         "parameters":[ 

            { 

               "name":"hostname", 

               "value":"vel-user-01.companyname.com" 

            }, 

            { 

               "name":"credentials", 

               "parameters":[ 

                  { 

                     "name":"username", 

                     "type":"TEXT", 

                     "value":"root" 

                  }, 

                  { 

                     "name":"password", 

                     "type":"TEXT", 

                     "value":"6tgA3NkRPCMJor6ZZIWzzg==", 

                     "masked":true 

                  } 

               ] 

            }, 

            { 

               "name":"runOptions", 

               "parameters":[ 

                  { 

                     "name":"reservation", 

                     "parameters":[ 
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                        { 

                           "name":"topologyId", 

                           "description":"ID of topology to be reserved" 

                        }, 

                        { 

                           "name":"duration", 

                           "value":"60", 

                           "type":"INTEGER", 

                           "description":"reservation duration (minutes)" 

                        } 

                     ] 

                  }, 

                  { 

                     "name":"buildNumber", 

                     "type":"INTEGER" 

                  } 

               ] 

            } 

         ] 

      }, 

      { 

         "fileNameMatch":".*(\\.sh)$", 

         "language":"bash" 

      }, 

      { 

         "fileNameMatch":".*(\\.bat)$", 

         "language":"batch" 

      }, 

      { 

         "fileNameMatch":".*(\\.ps1)$", 

         "language":"powershell" 

      } 

   ] 

} 
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Custom Manifest File 
A custom manifest file is used when you require to change the default manifest file behavior. 
When a custom file is provided, the default file is not used. If you need to keep most of the 
default behavior and only make a small change a good procedure is to copy the default file and 
edit it to produce a custom file. 
The following are features of a custom manifest file. The full manifest file format, which is the 
same for default and custom files, is described in Manifest File Format section (above). 

 

Filename: velocity_manifest.json 

Location: When used, this optional file should exist in the root of the script archive 
bundle (zip, tar.gz, or itar) to be uploaded to Velocity for external script 
execution and be named velocity_manifest.json 
 

Purpose: A JSON data model describing attributes of one or more files within a project 
(directory with files including all sub-directories), the manifest file describes 
the contents of a script archive. It includes information about scripts’ 
necessary parameters, how to parse the scripts’ output for messages and 
verdicts, and how to construct reports from the scripts’ executions. 
 

Operation: The manifest file is used both by Velocity and the agent, and both process 
each file in the bundle against the manifest file.  
 

See variables used is the same as described in the Variables section (above). 
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Defaults (when not using a velocity_manifest.json file) 
When a velocity_manifest.json file is NOT included in a script bundle, the following default 
values are used: 
commandSequence  %file% 

The script will be executed by joining the interpreter with the file, for 
example: /bin/bash helloworld.sh 
 

timeout   0  
The script will never time out and would need to be cancelled manually 
from Velocity if needed 
 

verdictMethod  EXIT_CODE 
The verdict is based on exit code only, where exit code 0 sets a PASS 
verdict and all others set a FAIL 
 

executionMessages  Based on Python logging format "%(asctime)s %(levelname)-8s 
%(message)s" 
 
 "ok": "^\\s*\\d{4}-\\d{2}-
\\d{2}\\s+\\d{2}:\\d{2}:\\d{2},\\d{3}.*verified.*", 

      "info": "^\\s*\\d{4}-\\d{2}-
\\d{2}\\s+\\d{2}:\\d{2}:\\d{2},\\d{3}\\s+(DEBUG|INFO).*", 

      "warning": "^\\s*\\d{4}-\\d{2}-
\\d{2}\\s+\\d{2}:\\d{2}:\\d{2},\\d{3}\\s+WARNING.*", 

      "error": "^\\s*\\d{4}-\\d{2}-
\\d{2}\\s+\\d{2}:\\d{2}:\\d{2},\\d{3}\\s+(ERROR|CRITICAL).*" 

 
language  Based on file extension as described above 
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File Parsing 
Both the default manifest file and the custom manifest file are parsed using the same rules. 
When there is no custom file, the default file is used. When a custom file exists, the default 
manifest file is not used.  

When parsing a manifest file, full files sets are built by combining attributes in the "defaultData" 
section with attributes in each file set section. Then, each script (for example helloworld.py or 
examples/helloworld.py) in the bundle is name-matched against each fileNameMatch 
string in order. Once the first match is found, it is used to set attributes on the script.  
Note: Neither Velocity nor the agent match the script name against subsequent fileNameMatch 
records. For example, if a manifest has a file set match ".*(\\.py)$" and a later file set match 
"bash.*" the file bash.py will match the first file set. 
In order for a file to be recognized as a script it must match one of the file sets. If it does not 
match any file set it is not considered as a script. 
For example, when there is a custom manifest file the default manifest file is not used. If a 
custom manifest file does not have a file set which matches ".py" (e.g. ".*(\\.py)$"), then 
my_script.py will not be recognized as a script (assuming it matches no other file set).  
File Parsing example: 
1. Condition: CUSTOM_MANIFEST_FILE is not present in BUNDLE 

• Use the DEFAULT_MANIFEST_FILE for all files present in the bundle 
2. Condition: CUSTOM_MANIFEST_FILE present in BUNDLE 

• Child Condition: File_Path pattern matches a fileNameMatch pattern defined in the 
CUSTOM_MANIFEST_FILE fileSets section: User CUSTOM_MANIFEST_FILE for 
parsing the file 

• Child Condition: File_Path pattern DOES NOT MATCH a fileNameMatch pattern defined 
in the CUSTOM_MANIFEST_FILE fileSets section: Use DEFAULT_MANIFEST_FILE for 
parsing the file 

Files set attribute overrides are handled as follows. 
Any attribute which is defined under the fileSets section overrides the value of the attribute 
defined in the default section of the manifest file. 
1. The "parameters" and "requirements" attributes are merged instead of strictly overwriting. 

Thus, they are exceptions to the above override rule.  
2. Parameters. Unique parameters are additive. For example, two parameter name value 

pairs P1=V1, P2=V2 are defined in the default section and two parameters are defined 
under fileSets section P1=V1_New and P3=V3. The parsed file will have the following 
parameters: P1=V1_New, P2=V2 and P3=V3  

Referencing individual parameters 
Individual parameters are referenced as follows in scripts.  

• Parameters are always passed to script via environment variables. 
• Parameter list may be additionally substituted into script command line 

using %parameterNameValuePairList%.   
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Referencing nested parameters 

Nested parameters are flattened and available by their names. Path segments to the 
parameter are divided with double underscores (see example Default 
velocity_manifest.json). 
Notes: 
• Intermediate nodes of the parameters tree structure are not parsed, only leaf elements 

are parsed. 
• If parameter names collide when rendering to environment variable names, an error 

displayes at runtime forcing users to rename parameters. 
3. Requirements. Requirements are additive. For example, two requirement name value pairs 

location=austin and version=9.1 are defined in the default section and a requirement 
location=sanjose is defined under a fileSets section. The parsed file will have the following 
requirements: location=austin, location=sanjose, and version=9.2. 
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Documentation 
The following table lists the documentation related to Velocity. You can access these 
documents from the Spirent Customer Service Center (CSC) website: 
https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/.  
 

Velocity Deployment Guide 

https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/SC_KnowledgeView?id=DOC10663 

  

Velocity Release Notes  

Velocity User Guides 

Velocity API Reference (includes 
the latest APIs and a list of 
deprecated APIs). 
Velocity API Version Difference 
Comparison documents (includes 
the APIs added and modified in 
each release) 

Velocity Resource Driver 
Reference  

Velocity Abstract Resource 
Conditions Language Reference 
Guide  

Script examples bundle  
Velocity Virtual Testbed 
Orchestration Example 
Instructions and Hello World! Test 
Script 

APT License Server Installation 
Guide https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/SC_KnowledgeView?id=DOC11183 

Velocity Agent User Guide https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/SC_KnowledgeView?id=DOC11235 

VDS Deployment Guide 
https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/SC_KnowledgeView?id=DOC10708 

VDS Release Notes  

Note: The Velocity > Related Resources section on the Spirent Customer Service Center 
downloads page (https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/) includes Velocity Drivers, provided 
for those that would like to update their drivers to the latest versions supplied by Spirent. 
  

https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/
https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/SC_KnowledgeView?id=DOC10663
https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/SC_KnowledgeView?id=DOC11183
https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/SC_KnowledgeView?id=DOC11235
https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/SC_KnowledgeView?id=DOC10708
https://support.spirent.com/SpirentCSC/
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How to Contact Us 
To obtain technical support for any Spirent Communications product, please contact our 
Support Services department using any of the following methods: 
Americas 
E-mail:  support@spirent.com 
Web:  http://support.spirent.com 
Toll Free:  +1 800-SPIRENT (+1 800-774-7368) (North America) 
Europe, Africa, Middle East 
E-mail:  support@spirent.com 
Web:  http://support.spirent.com 
EMEA Phone:  +33 (1) 6137 2270 
Asia Pacific East 
E-mail:  support@spirent.com 
Web:  http://support.spirent.com 
In China Mainland Phone:  +86 (400) 810-9529 (toll-free) 
Out of China Mainland Phone:  +86 (10) 8233 0033  
Asia Pacific South 
E-mail:  support@spirent.com 
Web:  http://support.spirent.com 
India, South East Asia, Australia and New Zealand Phone:  +91 800-419-2111 
+91 (80) 67023400 
The Spirent Knowledge Base (http://support.spirent.com) is designed to serve your technical 
information needs. The Knowledge Base gives you access to tens of thousands of documents 
that help answer your network analysis and measurement questions. New content is added 
daily by Spirent’s communications and networking experts. Sign in with your user ID and 
password to gain access to additional content that is available only to customers – user 
manuals, Help files, release notes, Tech Bulletins, and more. When you sign in, you can also 
use the Knowledge Base to download software and firmware, and to manage your SRs.  
Information about Spirent Communications and its products and services can be found on the 
main company website at http://www.spirent.com. 
Company Address 
Spirent Communications, Inc. 
26750 Agoura Road 
Calabasas, CA 91302 
USA 
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